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ABSTRACT:

This irradiation experiment demonstrates very high particle power capability for tristructural-isotropic (TRISO) particles with temperatures relevant to fluoride-salt-cooled high-temperature reactors (FHR). The heat transfer properties of molten salt enable high-power density (>20MW/m³), resulting in significantly higher particle powers than are typical in high temperature gas reactors (HTGRs) which have low-power densities (4-6MW/m³) [1,2]. The high-power density of the FHR reduces the size of the core volume and reactor vessel decreasing the capital cost. Furthermore, the ability of fluoride salt in FHRs to retain fission products allows for a higher fuel particle failure proportion to be tolerated during normal operation and accident scenarios. These attributes lower plant capital and electricity costs while maintaining a high level of safety, which are primary challenges in the nuclear industry.

A critical need for advanced TRISO fuel applications in an FHR is experimental data to validate fuel performance models and predict the fuel particle failure proportion during high particle-power operation. The test objective is to conduct a very high-power TRISO particle irradiation test demonstrating significant performance margin to current Advanced Gas Reactor (AGR) tests. The proposed test is exploratory in nature and designed to support long-term advanced FHR designs with very high particle powers. The irradiation test is to be performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) using the miniature-fuel specimen capsule [3]. The TRISO particle powers (peak >1,000mW/particle) are considerably greater than the AGR test program (peak ~200mW/particle) with capsule temperatures of 500ºC, 700ºC, and 900ºC, which are relevant FHR temperatures.

A comparison of particles with different kernel compositions, UCO and UO₂, is explored with the miniature-fuel capsule concept. The test setup enables separate effects testing where presumably fuel performance is improved in TRISO particles with UCO kernels. The UO₂ TRISO particles serve as a test control having historically been the standard for high temperature fuel particles. Specific fuel performance phenomena of interest include mitigation of CO₂(g) generation, kernel migration, fission product stabilization, interaction of fission products with coating layers, and athermal and diffusive release of fission products. The difference in kernel composition can alter these phenomena as they affect fuel particle failure and the release of fission products. The work scope of this proposal performs the initial PIE to indicate the general trend in test specimen performance. A second phase of PIE outside the scope of this proposal will be pursued to further investigate fuel performance behavior through well-established post-irradiation examination (PIE) techniques using multi-scale characterization PIE methods [4,5].